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THE TASTE OF SHARING

Expect nothing less than delectable French-Vietnamese cuisine designed for sharing.
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THE SEASONED TRAVELLER

“The Seasoned Traveller”

“As an Italian chef – one who has been far away from the motherland for too long – what drives me every day is staying true to Italian values: Family and Friends, by the art of cooking. As Opera is my dear home here in bustling Saigon, the team is my family and each guest’s visit plays as a personal invitation to our intimate kitchen.” – Chef Alessio

The Sharing Weekend Menu at Opera is all about spreading the love with your beloved ones, via the taste of authentic Italian fare. The experience includes five starters to share, one signature pasta and pizza from tableside, special two desserts (one is always the signature tiramisu).

Price is at VND 1,200,000 per couple, with additional VND 400,000 per guest to upgrade to Beverage Package - free flow Prosecco, house wines and beers.

Price is subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT.

WEEKEND NIGHTS AT OPERA

“WEEKEND NIGHTS AT OPERA”

“WEEKEND NIGHTS AT OPERA”

“As an Italian chef – one who has been far away from the motherland for too long – what drives me every day is staying true to Italian values: Family and Friends, by the art of cooking. As Opera is my dear home here in bustling Saigon, the team is my family and each guest’s visit plays as a personal invitation to our intimate kitchen.” – Chef Alessio

Inspired by the most relaxing and sumptuous weekends with Italian family and friends, the Sharing Weekend Menu at Opera is all about spreading the love with your beloved ones, via the taste of authentic Italian fare. The experience includes five starters to share, one signature pasta and pizza from tableside, special two desserts (one is always the signature tiramisu).

Price is at VND 1,200,000 per couple, with additional VND 400,000 per guest to upgrade to Beverage Package - free flow Prosecco, house wines and beers.

Price is subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT.

THE TASTE OF SHARING

Nestled on the mezzanine floor of our mansion, Square One, one of the most popular French-Vietnamese restaurants in town, boasts more than just a culinary offering but the culinary art of sharing while staying true to its name’s inspiration, “Back to Square One”.

Starting this September 7th, join us on a journey between the culinary capital of the world, France, and the distinct flavors from Vietnam, where the highest-quality ingredients are sourced from responsible local farmers who support a sustainable future.

The new creations include soft-shell crab from the Mekong Delta, fish sauce “nuoc mam nhu” from the traditional island of Phu Quoc, highly nutritious oysters from Nha Trang, and fresh black grouper and river prawns from Vietnam’s capital of coconut – Ben Tre.

Expect nothing less than modern French-Vietnamese cuisine designed for family fun and sharing. The new menu will be available from September 7th, at Square One for lunch and dinner!

Phone: +84 28 3520 2359 Email: squareone.saiph@hyatt.com

THE GRAND EDITION

Following the tremendous success of Champagne Secret – a first-of-its-kind luxury private magic event – Park Hyatt Saigon is thrilled to introduce our grandest and most ambitious series yet – Magic at The Park.

Featuring the acclaimed French illusionist Stefan Leyshon, this sensational series is full of twists and treats you are not about to forget. Becoming a performer at the age of 11 and taking part in more than 300 television performances since then, Stefan is an incredible performer with a unique approach to the world of magic.

Magic at The Park is an exquisite experience crafted for both children and adults, blending magic, funfair spirit and childhood delicacies. An unforgettable fair, the evening offers delightful child-dream food stalls such as: mini burgers, ice cream, flavoured popcorn, candy floss station; all paired with Stefan’s notorious interactive tricks and treats.

Price is at VND 650,000 ++ per child (from 6 to 12 years old) and VND 950,000 ++ per adult (12 years old above).

Phone: +84 28 3824 1234 Email: tobias.schreiner@hyatt.com
The most beloved festival, the purest celebration of childhood and family reunion comes alive on the 2020 mooncake selection at Park Hyatt Saigon.

Honouring the mid-autumn muse of all time – the moon along with its companion – the celebration depicts the festival spirit in its purest and merriest form.

Apart from the luck and fortune the lion bears, this collection ushers in child-like anticipation with a brightly lit signature lantern and mouth-watering mooncakes – the hallmark of the feast. As a time to reflect, the meaningful gathering and childhood reminiscence are the true aspirations of The Park.

Our mooncakes come with four traditional flavours: lotus seeds, red apple longan, coconut and mixed nuts and dried fruit. With orders from 50 boxes, enjoy discount scheme starting at 15% and also receive complimentary delivery service within Ho Chi Minh City.

There will be two versions from which to choose:
- Traditional box with four cakes, available at VND 1,500,000 nett per box
- Deluxe box with four cakes and two boxes of special oolong and lotus tea, available at VND 2,750,000 nett per box

With orders of 50 boxes or more, enjoy a discount scheme starting at 15% and also receive complimentary delivery service within Ho Chi Minh City.

Prices are subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT.

The two-hour package includes a complimentary Day Pass for half-day access to the fitness centre or pool, Departure Transfer (within 5km of the hotel), Welcome/Departure Beverage, 15% discount on retail items and VND 500,000 F&B credit.

FACIAL “BAC LIEU WINDS”
After this short facial session, your skin will feel refreshed, like a cool breeze is caressing the face. Complexion is perfectly evened and smoothed, and displays more resistance.

BODY TREATMENT “NINE DRAGONS” HERBAL MINERAL MUD WRAP, 60 MINUTES
Glorious herbo mineral mud from the legendary Mekong River is known for its powerful therapeutic properties and has been used for centuries to improve circulation, strengthen immunity and to soothe tired mussels. The treatment includes a scalp massage and is perfect after a strenuous day.

BODY MASSAGE “XUAN SIGNATURE MUSCLE RELEASE” 60 MINUTES
Xuan Signature Muscle Release realigns the deeper layers of muscles and connective tissue and is specifically designed for tight, stressed and aching bodies, unblocking energy flow by targeting the neck, shoulders and back. Your choice of wild-grown ginger, basil, cajeput or orange oils from southern Vietnam.

DELUXE COUPLE PAMPER  VND 4,999,000
A time to reconnect and reflect, this exclusive two-hour package for two is perfect for mom and daughter, couples or friends in search of total rejuvenating and relaxation. Moreover, enjoy complimentary Welcome/Departure Beverage, a Day Pass for a half-day access to the fitness centre or pool, VND 500,000 F&B credit, Departure Transfer (within 5km of the hotel) 15% off your next booking and retail items, and includes our farewell Candle Gift.

- Facial “Bac Lien Winds”
- Body Treatment “Rice Palm of the Mekong - Detoxifying Body Wrap” 60 minutes
- Body Massage “Xuan Signature Muscle Release” 60 minutes

DELTA REINVIGORATION  VND 1,100,000
Lending the natural remedial ingredients of minerals and oils from Mekong Delta, our signature 60-minute Xuan Signature Muscle Release package brings back traditional deep-kneading techniques removing knots, releasing tension and eliminating stress.

Your spa day also includes a Day Pass for half-day access to the fitness centre or pool, Welcome/Departure Beverage, 15% off your next booking and a 45-minute session with our Personal Trainer.

Highlight: 01 Body Massage “Xuan Signature Muscle Release” 60 minutes
**Sumer Corporate Meeting Offer**

Valid until September 30th, 2020

Discover the unsurpassed choice for Ho Chi Minh meeting facilities at Park Hyatt Saigon – voted Best Business Hotel in Ho Chi Minh by Business Traveller Asia Pacific.

Set the standard for your corporate meetings and events, with The Park’s five-star facility, complemented with world-class personal service, luxury amenities and sleek meeting venues.

This summer, enjoy our attractive meeting packages starting from only VND 680,000 per person. Your benefits also include:

- Waived room rental
- 01 complimentary for every 25 paying delegates
- Double World of Hyatt bonus points

* Prices are subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT
* Terms and conditions apply
* Valid until the end of October 2020

**6 Hands Dinner - 2nd Edition**

A closer look at the recent Six Hands Dinner – 2nd Edition hosted by Park Hyatt Saigon. Executive Chef Heath Gordon welcomed two other legendary chefs: Peter Cuong Franklin of Anan Saigon and Adrian Chong Yen of Sol Kitchen and Bar.

A night of pure fun featured exceptionally fine creations – a seven-course menu with finely curated paired wines courtesy of our sommelier. Of course, the night ended with the mesmerising desserts of our Pastry Chef Frederic Guinot.

Thank you to everyone for making this edition remarkable. We cannot wait to welcome you to the third edition this September 22nd & 23rd, with chef Camilla Bailey of MAD House and chef Albert Suarez of Octo Tapas Restobar.

**Luxurious Staycation at The Park**

Unwind from the hassles of the city with your beloved ones with a Staycation at The Park — one of the Best Hotels and Resorts in Vietnam by DestinAsian Readers.

The package includes:

- One room night for two guests in a single King-Bed Room
- Daily breakfast at Opera Restaurant for two persons
- VND 1,000,000 F&B credit per person
- Complimentary non-alcoholic items from the minibar
- 50% off Spa Experience at Xuan Spa
- A premium bottle of Prosecco upon arrival
- Early check-in at 11:00 AM and late check-out at 5:00 PM
- One-way complimentary luxury transfer for locations within six kilometres of the hotel, with additional VND 500,000 (including D7) for the return

Prices start at VND 6,000,000 for 2 guests, and are subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT.

The offer is valid until November 1st, 2020

**Dining Promotions**

- Opera: Sunday Brunch is available from 12 noon to 3pm every Sunday.
- Park Lounge: The premium tea Mariage Frères Paris served on the luxurious Ercuis trolley.
- Square One: Le Petit Chef is at Kitchen Room, from Wednesday to Sunday starting at VND 2,300,000* per person.

**Evening Cocktail by the Pool**

For the first time ever, enjoy The Park’s brand-new concept — evening cocktail reception by the pool. Our experienced in-house teams will cater to all your needs while impressing your guests with every detail and ensuring that your cocktail reception is more than just a typical business meeting.

Enjoy our attractive “Evening Cocktail by the Pool” package starting from only VND 700,000 per person, from 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM. Your benefits will include:

- Unlimited 5 different canapés
- Free flow of beverages including house wine, house beer and soft drinks
- Double World of Hyatt bonus points
- Back-up venue included

* Prices are subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT
* Terms and conditions apply
* Valid until the end of October 2020

**Contact Information**

+84 28 3824 2351

sales.saiph@hyatt.com

+84 28 3520 2359

squareone.saiph@hyatt.com

*Prices are subject to 5% service charge and then 10% VAT*